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Abstract 

The disposal of Iron ore tailings Powder (IP) is the primary concern for numerous steel industries. Similarly, natural zeolite, 

a significant by-product of volcanic eruptions, pollutes the environment to an extreme degree. This study investigates and 

implements the extensive use of IP and natural zeolite as admixtures in M20-grade concrete in order to address the 

challenges posed by IP and zeolite. By varying the admixture percentage, three distinct mix ratios were formed. First, sand 

was replaced by iron at concentrations of 5%, 10%, 15%, and 20%. Second, cement was replaced by zeolite at 5%, 10%, 

15%, and 20%. In the final mixture, both sand and cement were substituted with iron ore powder and zeolite, respectively, 

at 5%, 10%, 15%, and 20%. Conplast SP 430, a water-reducing admixture, was used in all of the mixtures at 1% by weight 

of cement. The mechanical properties of concrete, including compressive strength, split tensile strength, and flexural 

strength, were studied. To evaluate the long-term properties of admixture-modified concrete, durability tests such as 

permeability tests, water absorption tests, rapid chloride attack tests, acid attack tests, and sulphate attack tests were 

conducted. In addition, slump cone tests and thermal conductivity tests were conducted on all the mix combinations to 

determine the changes in workability and thermal conductivity coefficient. The test results demonstrated that a mix 

containing 10% zeolite replaced with cement and 10% iron ore tailing powder replaced with sand has the highest 

performance in terms of strength and durability characteristics. The study also constructs a comparable cost estimate to 

ensure that its actual implementation is feasible. 
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1. Introduction 

The substantial market demand for iron-based components necessitates the extraction of iron ore from mines, even 

when the ore contains a lower iron content. A significant quantity of non-utilizable ore, classified as trash, has been duly 

recorded [1]. In the year 2019, nations known for their significant iron production, namely Australia, India, and China, 

collectively generated 1.5 billion tons of iron. However, it is worth noting that during this period, a substantial amount 

of waste iron ore powder, totaling 2.5 billion tons, was deposited. India accounts for around 10–25% of the gross quantity 

of iron ore extraction worldwide [2, 3]. The disposal of iron ore tailings is a significant environmental concern. The pre-

treatment process of iron ore tailings incurs significant expenses. The global yearly expenditure for the accumulation of 

iron ore tailings was anticipated to exceed 2.2 billion US dollars [4]. The treatment and efficient use of iron ore tailings 

have posed significant environmental challenges, hence presenting a crucial obstacle for the iron ore-mining sector in 

achieving sustainability [5]. The global utilization potential of IP is significantly limited, and it is creating a serious 
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problem by contaminating the quality of soil, air, and water [6]. However, few studies indicate that the advantageous 

physical and chemical properties of IP were widely utilized in the manufacturing of ceramics [3, 7, 8], bricks [9, 10], 

and backfill materials [11]. Several researchers have undertaken studies to investigate the suitability of using IP as a 

substitute for fines in concrete, owing to its rough texture and smaller particle size in comparison to other pozzolanic 

mineral admixtures [12–14]. However, the existing studies have not effectively demonstrated the long-term durability 

changes in concrete. As evidence of the ongoing study on using tailing waste as a mineral additive in concrete, several 

researchers have also examined the viability of various types of tailings, including tungsten, phosphates, and copper 

tailings [12]. 

Zeolites, a class of minerals characterized by their hydrated alumino-silicate composition, are derived from volcanic 

rocks [15]. Clinoptilolite, heulandite, analcime, chabazite, and mordenite are highly prevalent zeolite minerals found in 

nature. The clinoptilolite zeolite contains high lime reactivity, similar to that of silica fume and greater compared to that 

of fly ash and a non-zeolitic natural pozzolan, as reported [16]. Huge concentrations of active SiO2 and AI2O3 in zeolite 

react with the Ca(OH)2 produced by the hydration process of cement to form additional CSH gel, thereby enhancing the 

strength of hardened concrete [17]. Numerous studies have documented the advantageous use of zeolite as a substitute 

for cement in various applications. This substitution has been found to significantly improve the mechanical robustness 

and durability properties of concrete, mostly due to the notable pozzolanic activity of zeolite [18–20]. The presence of 

microspores and mesopores in zeolites contributes to their possession of a significant specific surface area. 

Consequently, the increased water requirement leads to a decrease in the slump of concrete. Furthermore, water 

absorption is enhanced because of the existence of montmorillonite clay residues. The process of calcination induces 

dehydroxylation in zeolite, resulting in the alteration of the clay particles and subsequent deformation of the zeolite 

structure. This deformation ultimately leads to a reduction in the water absorption capacity of zeolite [21]. Excessive 

calcination of zeolites also leads to a decrease in reactivity. Nevertheless, when zeolites were subjected to calcination 

temperatures of 800°C, no detrimental impacts on their reactivity were seen [22]. The use of zeolite as a replacement 

for cement in concrete not only enhances its structural integrity but also has the potential to mitigate carbon dioxide 

emissions, therefore yielding environmental advantages. 

There is a noticeable increase in the quantity of research studies that are specifically dedicated to investigating the 

utilization of IP and natural zeolite in the context of concrete infrastructure. Few studies document that mechanical 

activation is performed to obtain well-graded IP and increase specific surface area. The mechanical activation of IP is 

accomplished through a continuous gridding process occurring at varying time intervals [12]. During the pre-treatment 

phase, the aforementioned procedure requires a substantial amount of energy and incurs significant costs. Therefore, 

eliminating the mechanical activation of IP and disposing of iron ore residue powder in concrete will preserve the 

environment and aid in its preservation. It was attempted to incorporate IP and fine zeolite into the concrete. No previous 

research has attempted to combine the analysis of using calcined natural zeolite as a cement substitute and non-

mechanically activated IP as a fine aggregate. The purpose of this investigation is to examine the mechanical properties 

and long-term performance characteristics of mineral-admixed concrete. 

In this study, the effects of replacing cement with calcined natural zeolite and fine aggregate with iron ore tailing 

powder on the mechanical strength and durability properties of concrete were examined. A cost-benefit analysis was 

conducted on the optimal combination with the highest performance, which describes the adaptability of using non -

usable iron ore tailings and zeolite to reduce the cost of concrete and the environmental hazards associated with 

cement use. 

2. Material and Methods 

Ramco Cement Limited, Tirunelveli, supplied the OPC 53-grade cement for this investigation. Crushed sand with a 

maximum size of 4.75 mm, a specific gravity of 2.65, a unit weight of 1750 kg/m3, and coarse aggregate with a maximum 

size of 19 mm were utilized. The grading of aggregates and admixtures was as per the requirements of IS 383:1970, as 

shown in Figure 1. The water-to-cement ratio of 0.5 was adopted for all the mixes. Conplast SP 430 was used as a water-

reducing admixture in the mix. The natural zeolites were calcined in 50-gram samples. The temperature was raised from 

ambient to 800°C over the course of 160 minutes at a rate of approximately 5°C per minute. Once the temperature 

reached 800°C, it remained stable for 5 hours. The temperature was then gradually reduced to room temperature over 

the course of 160 minutes at a rate of approximately 5°C per minute. Figure 2 depicts the XRD images of natural zeolite 

before and after calcination. The intensity count of clinoptilolite in calcinated zeolite was less than that of ordinary 

zeolite. This was due to the collapse of the structural lattice of the zeolite mineral due to heating [15]. The iron ore 

tailing powder was collected from the iron ore mining industry in Kanjamalai, Salem. The chemical composition of 

cement, calcined zeolite, iron ore tailings powder, and sand is shown in Table 1. Table 2 shows the physical properties 

of the raw materials used. 
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Figure 1. PSD curve of raw materials used 

 

Figure 2. XRD images of zeolite before and after calcination 

Table 1. Chemical composition of raw materials 

 SiO2 Al2O3 CaO Fe2O3 MgO SO3 K2O Na2O LOI 

Cement 20.8 5.1 63.27 3.87 2.26 2.12   2.52 

Zeolite 63.38 10.43 3.56 0.49 0.5 0.005 1.27 6.8 13.565 

Iron Powder - - 99 - - - - 1 

Sand 93 1 0.4 0.5 0.8 0.5 - - 3.8 

Table 2. Physical properties of raw materials 

 D10 D50 D90 water absorption Specific Gravity Fineness Modulus 

Cement 2.56 4.32 6.92 - 3.12 3.1 

Zeolite 0.2 0.68 1.08 - 2.48 2.85 

Iron Powder 30 100 200 - 3.5 3.15 

Fine Aggregate 30 70 475 1.98 2.58 3.4 

Coarse Aggregate - - 19 0.66 2.69 - 

Figure 3 shows the flowchart of the research methodology through which the objectives of this study were achieved.
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Figure 3. Research methodology flowchart 

2.1. Mix Proportioning and Casting 

The conventional concrete mix proportions were determined in accordance with IS 10262:2009. Table 3 displays 

the proportional breakdown of the mix ratios adopted. The label for concrete formulations was divided into four distinct 
sections. Conventional concrete, denoted as reference (REF), was the first series. The admixture-modified concrete test 
results were compared with the control mixture. The second section contains IP as fine aggregate replacement in 
proportions of 5%, 10%, 15%, and 20%, represented as IP (correspondent replacement percentage). The third section 
contains zeolite as a replacement for cement at percentages of 5%, 10%, 15%, and 20%, denoted by Z (correspondent 
replacement percentage). In the last category, iron ore tailing powder and zeolite were combined at 5%, 10%, 15%, and 

20% as replacements for both fine aggregate and cement, respectively, represented as IPZ (correspondent replacement 
percentage). A laboratory drum mixer was used to produce the concrete mix. Initially, coarse aggregate and fine 
aggregate were added, followed by the cement, which was allowed to mix for two to three minutes in the dry state. In 
the case of concrete containing iron powder, the iron powder was allowed to mix during the initial dry mixing with the 
fine aggregate. In the case of zeolite substitution, the calculated amount of zeolite is added to the total amount of 
superplasticizer and thoroughly mixed before being dissolved in the calculated volume of water. Further zeolite is added 

to the mixer and mixed for an additional three minutes. This method was used to achieve a homogeneous mixture and 
uniform dispersion of zeolite in the concrete [23]. The mechanical and durability properties of admixture-modified 
concrete were determined by casting and testing nine cubes of 150×150×150 mm, three prisms of 150×150×1000 mm, 
and three cylinders of 150×300 mm for each mix ID. Hence, in total, 117 cubes, 39 cylinders, and 39 cubes were cast. 

Table 3. Design mix proportions of concrete mixtures 

Series 
Mix 

ID 

Cement 

(kg/m3) 

Sand 

(kg/m3) 

Coarse Aggregate 

(kg/m3) 

Water 

(kg/m3) 

Zeolite 

(kg/m3) 

Iron Powder 

(kg/m3) 

SP 

(kg/m3) 

Conventional 
concrete 

Ref 420 624 1218 168 - 0 4.2 

Iron Powder 

IP5 420 592.5 1218 168 - 31.5 4.2 

IP10 420 561 1218 168 - 63 4.2 

IP15 420 529.5 1218 168 - 94.5 4.2 

IP20 420 498 1218 168 - 126 4.2 

Zeolite 

Z5 399 630 1218 168 21 - 4.2 

Z10 378 630 1218 168 42 - 4.2 

Z15 357 630 1218 168 63 - 4.2 

Z20 336 630 1218 168 84 - 4.2 

Zeolite and Iron 

Powder 

IPZ5 399 592.5 1218 168 21 31.5 4.2 

IPZ10 378 561 1218 168 42 63 4.2 

IPZ15 357 529.5 1218 168 63 94.5 4.2 

IPZ20 336 498 1218 168 84 126 4.2 
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2.2. Experimental Program 

The workability of conventional and admixture-modified concrete was estimated by conducting slump tests. The 

plastic density and dry density of the specimens were determined as per IS 1199:1959. The compressive strength was 

evaluated on 150-mm cube samples after a 28 and 90-day curing period. The tensile strength of the concrete was 

estimated by performing a split tensile strength test on cylinders of 300mm length and 150mm diameter after 28 days 

of curing. The 28-day flexural strength test was conducted on a concrete prism (1000×150×150 mm) following IS 

516:1959. The water absorption test was performed as per ASTM C642-13, following Equation 1. 

% of water absorption =
(Ws−Wd )

Wd
× 100  (1) 

where Ws is Saturated weight of cube after 24 hours immersion in water, and Wd is dry weight of cube. 

The constant head permeability test was conducted on 150-mm cubes to determine the coefficient of permeability in 

accordance with IS 3085: 1965. The coefficient of permeability was calculated as shown in Figure 4 following Equation 

2. The 28-day-cured 150-mm cube samples were oven-dried, and water pressure was applied normal to the surface of 

the cube in a permeability apparatus. After three days, the change in porosity of the specimen was examined 

𝐾 =
𝑞

𝑎𝑡
ℎ

𝑇

  (2) 

where K is Permeability Coefficient, q is Quantity of water percolating throughout the test period (cm3/sec), a is Cross 

sectional area of specimen (cm2), t is Time (sec), h is Pressure head (m), and T is Specimen thickness (m). 

To evaluate the amount of deterioration in the concrete, 150-mm cube specimens were tested for accelerated sulphate 

attack and acid attack test. 150-mm concrete cubes are submerged in a solution containing 5% MgSO4 and 5% Na2SO4 

by weight of water for the sulphate attack test. For the acid attack test, a solution containing H2SO4 with a pH of 2 was 

used. The 150-mm cubes were immersed in the corresponding solution for 28 days, 90 days, and 120 days to determine 

the loss in compressive strength and percentage of weight loss in accordance with ASTM C 267-01. The percentage loss 

in compressive strength was calculated as per Equation 3. 

Compressive strength loss (%) =
[Fc−Fcs]

Fc
× 100  (3) 

where Fc is compressive strength of cubes (MPa), and Fcs is compressive strength of cubes subjected to sulphate /acid 

environment (MPa). 

The 28-day-cured 150-mm cubes were subjected to a non-destructive ultrasonic pulse velocity test per ASTM C597-

07 (ASTM 2016) guidelines. The thermal conductivity of a concrete was determined by conducting a heat flow test as 

shown in Figure 4 on a 150-mm cube specimen using Equation 4 in accordance with the standards of IS 9489:1980 (BSI 

1980). 

𝑘 = 𝑊

𝑎
[1 × 𝑇

∆𝑡
]  (4) 

where a is surface area of cube in contact with hot or cold plates (mm2), T is Thickness of the specimen (mm), W is 

electric power in Watt, Δt is difference in temperature between hot and cold plates. 

The chloride ion penetration test was conducted as per ASTMC 1202. The chloride ion penetration was evaluated as 

a total charge passed measured in coulombs over a 6-hour measurement period. A cylindrical specimen was divided to 

a thickness of 50 mm and subjected to a saturated vacuum for 7, 28, and 90 days. The specimens were confined in two-

cell chambers; one cell contained 0.3 M NaOH and the other contained a 3% NaCl solution. A 60-volt DC voltage was 

administered for six hours. Using a data recorder, the current that passed was measured every 30 minutes for six hours. 

According to the ASTM C1202 standard, the total charge transmitted was estimated and found to be proportional to the 

specimen's resistance to chloride ion penetration. 

 

Figure 4. Thermal conductivity test setup 
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According to ASTM C157, the drying shrinkage test was conducted on 40×40×160 mm concrete prisms. In this 

investigation, two-gauge studs were positioned 160 mm apart on the specimen. Using a length comparator as shown in 

Figure 5, the length variation of the specimen was noted. The measurement was recorded to the nearest 0.002 mm at 7, 

28, and 90 days. 

 

Figure 5. Length comparator test setup 

3. Results and Discussion 

3.1. Workability Test 

Figure 6 demonstrates the efficacy of concrete mixtures using varying quantities of replacement additives, as shown 

by their corresponding slump values. The findings indicate that the incorporation of admixtures in substitution of cement 

and sand leads to a decrease in slump values, implying a decrease in the workability of the concrete as compared to the 

control mixture. The usage of IP and Z resulted in the most unfavorable degree of operability. The IPZ-20 combination 

exhibited a significant decrease in slump, resulting in a reduction of 52.5% compared to the control mixture. The 

underlying cause of these phenomena can be traced to the enhanced water-absorption capacity demonstrated by zeolite 

and IP. The high specific surface area demonstrated by zeolite particles was the cause of the increase in the amount of 

water demand in the mixture [17]. Numerous investigations have demonstrated that the substitution of sand with iron 

ore tailing powder in concrete results in an elevated water demand within the mixture [6, 24]. In contrast, the 

combination using IP as a replacement for sand exhibited a more pronounced reduction in slump compared to the mixture 

incorporating Z replacements. The increased replacement quantities of the IP, which were substituted with sand, account 

for this phenomenon. The incorporation of IP as a replacement for 20% of the sand in traditional concrete leads to a 

significant decrease of 41.5% in slump, while the substitution of 20% of the cement with zeolite in conventional concrete 

results in a slump reduction of 33%. The graph depicts a clear correlation between the dose of admixture and the decrease 

in concrete slump values, showing a linear relationship. Nevertheless, the decrease in slump falls within the category of 

mild slump, as outlined in the IS 456:2000 standard. This highlights its suitability for applications involving heavily 

reinforced beam columns and slabs. 

 

Figure 6. Slump value vs admixture substitution 
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3.2. Compression Strength Test 

Figure 7 displays the compressive strength test results for concrete samples using IP, zeolite, IPZ, and conventional 

concrete. The test findings demonstrate that the substitution of sand with IP leads to a notable enhancement in the 

strength of the concrete across all curing periods. At 28 days of curing, the compressive strength of IP concrete exhibited 

a percentage increase relative to the control concrete. The replacement levels of 5%, 10%, 15%, and 20% resulted in 

percentage increases of 2.19%, 2.38%, 8.73%, and 10.88%, respectively. Similar to the 30-day curing period, the 

compressive strength for the 90-day curing period was 6.30, 6.65, 12.92, and 13.46% more than the standard mix. The 

observed enhancement in strength can be largely ascribed to the reduced particle size of IP, which effectively fills the 

gaps in concrete and optimizes the pore structure. Limited research suggests that an increase in iron concentration is 

associated with an increase in achieved strength [25]. The presence of a rough and angular structure in IP enhances the 

interaction bond between cement and aggregate interfaces, resulting in an enhancement of mechanical strength [26]. 

The increased strength observed at a later age can be attributed to the secondary reaction of free Ca(OH)2 that occurs 

during cement hydration and the IP, leading to the formation of additional CSH gel. This phenomenon contributes to 

the enhancement of later-age strength [3]. Goyal et al. (2015) demonstrated that the inclusion of IP in concrete resulted 

in a similar growing trend in compressive strength. However, their investigation also revealed that a significant amount 

of IP in the concrete led to a loss in strength, mostly attributed to a lack of mix integrity [27]. 

 

Figure 7. Compressive strength of various concrete mix 

The incorporation of zeolite in concrete as a substitute for cement at varying proportions of 5%, 10%, 15%, and 20% 

has demonstrated an enhancement in the compressive strength of the concrete after 28 days. Specifically, the strength 

of the concrete rose by 0.82%, 3.95%, 9.2%, and 10.24%, respectively, corresponding to the aforementioned zeolite 

substitution percentages. Vaičiukynienė et al. (2012) experimentally proved the enhancement in strength of concrete up 

to 15% with increased natural zeolite concentration. This was attributed to the pozzolanic activity exhibited by natural 

zeolite, leading to the formation of supplementary hydro-aluminate gels inside the concrete [28]. The percentage 

increases in compressive strength with 5%, 10%, 15%, and 20% zeolite during the 90-day curing period were 5.71%, 

9.04%, 13.50%, and 18.05%, respectively. The observation was made that the substitution of cement with zeolite leads 

to a noticeable enhancement in compressive strength. The clinoptilolite zeolite exhibits elevated concentrations of 

reactive SiO2 and Al2O3, which undergo chemical reactions upon encountering calcium hydroxide generated during 

cement hydration. The aforementioned chemical process leads to the generation of supplementary calcium silicate 

hydrate (CSH) gel and aluminates, both of which play a significant role in enhancing the mechanical strength of the 

concrete. Therefore, the calcinated natural zeolite was deemed to possess characteristics indicative of a superior 

additional cementitious material. The incorporation of zeolite as a replacement for cement, together with the substitution 

of fine aggregate with IP, resulted in significantly higher compressive strength when compared to the other two series 

of mixtures. The compressive strength showed a respective increase of 9.16%, 14.13%, 18.05%, and 20.9% for IPZ. 

The percentages of the observed values were 5%, 10%, 15%, and 20% after a 28-day curing period.  

The observed decrease in the rate of growth at higher replacement levels can be attributed to the reduced cement 

concentration in the mixture. The availability of free Ca(OH)2 for secondary hydration decreases proportionally with 

the reduction in cement content. The surplus zeolite and IP remained unreacted and did not contribute to the hydration 

process. Nevertheless, these compounds function as additives inside the mixture, enhancing both its density and strength. 

The test conducted on UPV also demonstrated the enhancement of concrete integrity when including IPZ. Figure 8 
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displays the test findings pertaining to dry density and ultrasonic pulse velocity (UPV). The substitution of admixtures 

in concrete leads to an increase in both the wave propagation velocity and dry density. The IPZ 20 had the highest 

density and ultrasonic pulse velocity (UPV) values. This observation suggests that a state of uniformity was attained in 

the concrete mixture, characterized by optimal particle packing. 

 

Figure 8. Dry density and UPV values of various concrete mix 

3.3. Split Tensile Strength & Flexural Strength Test 

Figure 9 displays the split tensile strength and flexural strength of the various concrete mixtures. In each mix series, 

it was observed that the split tensile and flexural strengths exhibited an increase in correlation with the rise in additive 

concentration as compared to traditional concrete. Nevertheless, the use of zeolite as a substitute for cement, at a 

maximum proportion of 15%, exhibited a moderate augmentation, which subsequently diminished with higher levels of 

substitution. The decrease in strength exhibited some ambiguity and may perhaps be ascribed to the agglomeration of 

zeolite particles or a deficiency in pozzolanic reactivity. However, it is worth noting that the compressive strength was 

somewhat elevated at this particular level of replacement. This observation indicates a deficiency in the bonding 

properties of concrete that incorporates zeolite. The IPZ concrete mix, when used in conjunction with IP concrete, 

exhibited a gradual improvement in both split tensile strength and flexural strength. The observed outcome can be 

attributed to an improvement in particle arrangement between the IP and zeolite. The test findings indicate that the 

combination of zeolite and IP exhibits the highest efficacy as a replacement for conventional concrete, as evidenced by 

increased concrete density and enhanced pozzolanic behavior. The observed trend in test findings exhibited a significant 

degree of comparability and relevance when compared to previous investigations conducted on concrete using both IP 

and macro-synthetic fibers [29]. 

 

Figure 9. Split tensile strength and flexural strength of concrete mix 
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3.4. Permeability Test 

The permeability of concrete was seen to decrease with an increase in additive replacement, as depicted in Figure 

10. The permeability coefficient of IP20 concrete shows a reduction of 46.84% when compared to conventional concrete. 

Similarly, Z20 concrete demonstrated a reduction of 49.6%, while IPZ20 concrete exhibited the highest reduction at 

55.2% when compared to conventional concrete. The IPZ20 combination had the lowest permeability coefficient when 

compared. The observed trend suggests that as the concentration of IPZ increased, there was a corresponding decrease 

in void content. This finding is consistent with a rise in the density of the mixture and improved particle packing. Zang 

et al. (2023) demonstrated that including IP as a substitute for up to 30% of the fine aggregate in concrete enhances its 

compressive strength. Moreover, this substitution leads to a significant reduction in concrete porosity, resulting in 

impermeable behavior [30]. 

 

Figure 10. Permeability coefficient vs. admixture concentration 

3.5. Water Absorption Test 

Figure 11 illustrates the outcomes of water absorption experiments carried out following 7, 28, and 90 days of 

the curing process. The test findings suggest that the water absorption of IP concrete was lower compared to the 

concrete using zeolite. In all mix configurations, the rate of water absorption exhibited an increase after a curing 

period of 7 days, followed by a considerable drop after a curing period of 90 days. The water absorption rate of IPZ 

20 samples, after being cured for 7 days, exhibited a 15.45% increase in comparison to conventional concrete 

samples. On the other hand, it was observed that the water absorption of samples cured over a period of 90 days 

exhibited an increase of 7.63% compared to conventional concrete. This shows that as the cure time increased, the 

rate of water absorption decreased. The absorption capacity of IPZ and zeolites was reduced due to the presence of 

water in the micro and macro pores on their surfaces during the curing process. The secondary phase of hydration 

may potentially lead to a decrease in water absorption. Similar findings in concrete with ceramic waste as coarse 

aggregate were achieved, and the study discovered that higher water absorption had a negative impact on the 

material's strength, workability, and durability attributes [31].  

Interestingly, the water absorption of concrete containing zeolite was found to be the highest due to the larger 

macro voids formed during the mixing process, in comparison to other types of concrete. This leads to a higher level 

of water absorption. The decrease in permeability and the augmentation in water absorption rate of concrete 

incorporating zeolite and IP can be attributed to the elevated surface area of the zeolite and IP, which has the capacity 

to retain substantial quantities of surface water. Meanwhile, the reduced permeability can be attributed to a 

diminished number of interconnected pores within the concrete. Valipour et al. (2013) conducted a similar 

experimental study that demonstrated the enhancement of water absorption rate by the substitution of cement in 

concrete with natural zeolite [32]. 
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Figure 11. Percentage water absorption vs admixture concentration 

3.6. Acid Attack and Sulphate Attack Test 

The compressive strength test findings done at 28, 90, and 120 days following exposure to sulphate attack are 

illustrated in Figure 12. The concrete specimens containing IP exhibited a more significant decrease in strength. When 

compared to normal concrete, IP 20 concrete saw a 16.67% greater percentage rise in the loss of compressive strength 

at 120 days. This finding indicates that the concrete mixture including zeolite as a substitute for cement exhibited greater 

resistance to sulphate attack compared to the other two combinations. In the context of the IPZ concrete series, it was 

seen that the compressive strength exhibited a notable decline. Nevertheless, it was found that this reduction was 

comparatively smaller when compared to the loss observed in concrete containing IP. A significant increase of 8.3% in 

compressive strength decrease was seen in IPZ 20 when compared to standard concrete. 

 

Figure 12. Loss of compressive strength of concrete mixes due to sulphate attack 

In the acid attack test, a graph pattern similar to that of the sulphate attack test results was observed, as shown in 

Figure 13. This could be a result of the acidic environment reacting with Ca(OH)2 to influence the formation of CSH 

gel [33]. The corrosive effects of acid environments result in a more significant reduction in strength when compared to 

the impact of sulphate attack conditions. The reaction between cement pastes and sulphuric acid results in the formation 

of calcium sulphate, which is a highly soluble salt. The degradation of concrete structure is attributed to the specific 

action of calcium chloride on the cement paste. Concrete with an alumina silicate link has a reduction in strength when 

subjected to acid or sulphate attack. Hence, it has been seen via several studies that the utilization of river sand in 
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concrete results in enhanced resistance against acid or sulphate environments [6]. Figure 14 depicts the mass loss 

resulting from sulphate attack and acid attack over a period of 120 days. Hence, it is possible that IPZ concrete may not 

be appropriate for areas that are prone to acid and sulphate degradation, which is also reflected in previous studies [34]. 

 

Figure 13. Loss of compressive strength of concrete mixes due to acid attack 

 

Figure 14. Mass loss of concrete mixes due to acid attack and sulphate attack 

3.7. Rapid Chloride Ion Penetration Test 

Figure 15 displays the test outcomes pertaining to the rapid chloride ion penetration values of both control concrete 

and concrete specimens containing admixtures. As the concentration of the admixture increases, there is a corresponding 

decrease in charge penetrability. The observation was made that the inclusion of IPZ admixtures in concrete resulted in 

a greater resistance to charge penetration when compared to the other combinations. The charges employed exhibited 

temperatures ranging from 1000 °C to 2000 °C for IPZ 20 and IPZ 15. According to the ASTM C1202 (2012) standard, 

it was categorized as exhibiting a low level of chloride penetration. The enhanced fineness of the material exhibits 

improved resistance against the infiltration of chloride ions under external forces. Therefore, the substitution of cement 

with zeolite and sand with IP is expected to have a positive and significant impact on the infiltration of chloride ions in 

concrete. Similar to this, the coulomb charge in the concrete specimen decreased as the number of curing days increased. 

For the 90-day curing period, all charges passed for the control concrete, IP concrete, zeolite concrete, and IPZ concrete 

mix were lower than for the control concrete. Previous studies demonstrated that the use of IP in recycled aggregate 

concrete reduces the pore volume and creates isolated micro voids which arrest the tortuosity of the concrete [35]. 
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Figure 15. Charge passed vs. curing days of various concrete mix 

3.8. Modulus of Elasticity 

Figure 16 illustrates the modulus of elasticity after a cure period of 28 days. The modulus of elasticity of concrete 

changed with admixtures and exhibited a higher value compared to the control concrete. The modulus of elasticity shows 

a respective increase of 4.78%, 6.68%, and 15.48% for IP20, Z20, and IPZ 20 in comparison to the control concrete. 

The experimental results clearly indicate that the incorporation of IP and zeolite in concrete resulted in the highest 

modulus of elasticity. This phenomenon may be attributed to the enhanced intermolecular forces between the aggregates 

and the constituent material inside the mixture, leading to an augmentation in compressive strength, ultrasonic pulse 

velocity (UPV) values, split tension, and flexural strength. The findings from the modulus of elasticity test exhibited a 

strong resemblance to the observed pattern in the results of the compressive strength test. This finding illustrates a 

substantial correlation between compressive strength and modulus of elasticity. Previous studies have also demonstrated 

a quantitative relationship between compressive stress and modulus of elasticity, with IP serving as a variable parameter 

[34]. 

 

Figure 16. Modulus of elasticity vs. admixture concentration 

3.9. Drying Shrinkage 

Figure 17 depicts the drying and shrinkage characteristics of all concrete mixes. The study revealed that concrete 

with a higher percentage of additives exhibited less drying shrinkage. The drying shrinkage of IP20, Z20, and IPZ20 

exhibited reductions of 57.9%, 49.7%, and 60.3%, respectively, in comparison to the control concrete. The drying 

shrinkage of concrete is reduced as the concentration of additives increases. This observation illustrates that the 

incorporation of IP into the concrete served as a filler, given that the particle size was lower compared to that of sand, 

leading to an enhanced pore arrangement. The test results show a high degree of similarity when compared to the 

findings of Zhang et al. [36]. Similarly, the elevated porosity of IP and zeolite facilitates the absorption of a greater 

quantity of water during the mixing phase, hence providing an additional water supply during the subsequent drying 
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process. Zeolite is a naturally occurring mineral characterized by its substantial surface area and unique framework, 

which facilitate its capacity to adsorb and hold water molecules. Zeolite, when used as an addition in concrete, serves 

as a water reservoir, mitigating the shrinkage resulting from the dehydration that occurs during the curing phase. Zeolite 

has the ability to hold water, which can aid in the maintenance of a more uniform moisture level in concrete, thereby 

mitigating the occurrence of drying shrinkage. Furthermore, the capacity of zeolite to facilitate ion exchange might 

augment the hydration mechanism and boost the overall robustness and endurance of concrete. Singh et al. (2013) 

conducted a study in which they found that small particles derived from coal bottom ash had a notable water-holding 

ability. This characteristic has been seen to effectively restrict the occurrence of curing shrinkage in concrete, hence 

enhancing its performance [37]. The process of filling the holes and voids in concrete with tiny particles effectively 

impedes the development of harmful micro cracks [38]. 

 

Figure 17. Duration vs. shrinkage of various concrete mix 

3.10. Thermal Conductivity 

The thermal conductivity values of each concrete mixture are illustrated in Figure 18. A reduction in thermal 

conductivity was seen with an increase in admixture content. The heat conductivity rating of IP20 concrete was found 

to be the lowest. The thermal conductivity of IP20 and IPZ20 concrete exhibits a reduction of 8.27% compared to that 

of normal concrete. In comparison to normal concrete, the inclusion of zeolite in concrete reduces heat conductivity, 

albeit only by 3.57 percent. The thermal conductivity of concrete is influenced by its density, which in turn affects the 

amount of heat transfer. The intricate structure and higher solid content resulted from the reduction of voids in the 

concrete, which leads to increased thermal resistance [39]. The specific heat capacity of iron ore powder is 570 J/kgK 

[24]. Which is lower than the specific heat capacity of concrete; consequently, the thermal conductivity decreases as the 

admixture concentration increases. According to comparable test results reported by Eva et al., the addition of natural 

zeolite to cement enhances the thermal resistance of concrete. The limited specific heat capacity of zeolite decreases the 

thermal conductivity of concrete [40]. Therefore, the incorporation of IPZ into concrete permits its use in applications 

requiring thermal resistance. 

 

Figure 18. Thermal conductivity of all the concrete mix 
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4. Cost Analysis 

A comparative cost study was undertaken to ascertain the economic benefits associated with the utilization of IP and 

Z in concrete. Table 4 presents a comparison between the production costs of 1 m3 of conventional concrete and 1 m3 

of admixture-modified concrete with a 20% inclusion of IPZ. The comparative analysis of production costs between 

conventional concrete and IPZ concrete provides clear evidence that it is feasible to lower building expenses, reduce 

cement consumption, and minimize the use of river sand in concrete production. This, in turn, contributes to the 

mitigation of river sand mining activities. From an environmental standpoint, the challenges related to the disposal of 

iron ore waste may be addressed by employing IP as a cost-effective alternative to sand as a filler and zeolite as a 

substitute for cement in concrete. 

Table 4. Quantity estimates and corresponding cost for producing 1m3 of conventional concrete and IPZ20 concrete 

Mix Materials used Price/unit (INR) Quantity required (m3) Cost (Rs.) 

Conventional concrete Cement 469/50 kg bag 420 3940 

 Sand 85/cubic feet 624 332.6 

 Coarse aggregate 1100/Ton 1218 1339.8 

 Water 30/kl 168 5.04 

 Conplast SP 430 45/kg 4.2 189 

Total Cost 5806.44 

IPZ 20 Cement 469/50 kg bag 336 3151.68 

 Sand 85/cubic feet 498 265.44 

 Coarse aggregate 1100/Ton 1218 1339.8 

 Water 30/kl 168 5.04 

 Conplast SP 430 45/kg 42 189 

 IP 0 126 0 

 Zeolite 0 84 0 

Total Cost 4950.96 

The computation did not incorporate the expenses associated with the transportation and calcination of iron ore 

particles and zeolites. The inclusion of a contingency fee of up to Rs. 20/kg is contingent upon the distance of the site 

location. It is imperative to acknowledge that the efficacy of zeolite in mitigating shrinkage is subject to variation, 

contingent upon elements like the precise type and dose of zeolite employed, the concrete's mix design, and prevailing 

climatic conditions. Hence, it is advisable to do targeted experiments and seek guidance from specialists or pertinent 

studies in order to ascertain the most effective application of zeolite in concrete for mitigating shrinkage in a given 

context. 

5. Conclusions 

The study focused on examining the strength and durability attributes of M20-grade concrete that incorporated iron 

ore tailing powder (IP) and zeolite (Z) as partial replacements for sand and cement, respectively. The investigation 

assessed various aspects of the concrete, including its workability in the fresh state, mechanical characteristics such as 

compressive strength, flexural strength, split tensile strength, ultrasonic pulse velocity, and durability characteristics 

such as permeability, water absorption test, rapid chloride ion penetration, and drying shrinkage. The experiments 

undertaken yielded the following conclusions: 

 The high water-holding capacity of IP and zeolite increased the water demand in the concrete mix. Consequently, 

the workability of the concrete was diminished. However, the slump values for all admixture-modified concrete 

fall within the medium slump range. In terms of workability, it is advised that the IP and Z admixtures dosage not 

exceed 20%.  

 IPZ20-containing concrete showed the highest compressive, flexural, and split tensile strengths. Higher UPV 

readings are due to higher density and particle packing. Strength increases suggest both admixtures are pozzolanic. 

 Similarly, the modulus of elasticity of IPZ20 was 15.48% greater than that of conventional concrete. This 

demonstrates that IPZ concrete has a high stress-bearing capacity with minimal deformation. In addition, the drying 

shrinkage of IPZ20 concrete was significantly less than that of the standard control mix and demonstrated 

exceptional resistance to sulphate and acid attacks. The decrease in water absorption and chloride ion penetration 

indicates that IPZ20 concrete has fewer voids than control concrete.  
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 The cost analysis also demonstrated that it is possible to produce cost-effective concrete with minimal 

environmental impact while maintaining economic viability. In future research, the contribution of IP and zeolite 

to the modification of the microstructure of the concrete can be investigated in depth. 

Thus, it is possible to conclude that IPZ20 concrete containing 10% zeolite as a cement replacement and 10% iron 

ore tailing powder as a sand replacement is a viable alternative to pozzolanic materials. In addition, using iron ore tailing 

powder in concrete will be an eco-friendly method to dispose of waste iron ore tailing powder and preserve the 

environment. 
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